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The Indispensable Traits of an Ideal Uber Clone
An uber taxi hire app clone is the most essential one app for any taxi service venture. It will help people in hiring a
taxi from their mobile phone, whenever they require.
Uber is a top-rated ‘taxi service app’ that has generated a wide range of beneﬁts for both the users of cab service
and drivers, within a very short period of time. It is a location-based app, which provides a reliable and convenient
taxi service for their customers. This application also helps their customers to get a budget friendly taxi service
that match their needs and requirements. Now, we have a lot of options to develop an Uber App Clone that will
help in enhancing various hiring and rental verticals in the current cab services.
An Ideal Uber clone
Designing a clone app exactly like Uber with those characteristic “Uber” features, requires numerous checklists to
be taken care of. A faultless clone app must satisfy the customers’ conception of what and how their needs, and
expectations are. A perfect Uber clone app will help to provide a high-quality service. However, a high-quality taxi
service would also depend on various factors like the drivers’ interaction towards the customers, and a certain
understanding or knowledge about the general geographical area so that they can reach quickly as possible. After
all, that is what the taxis are meant for. The cab must be clean and comfortable with a fair pricing system. Most
importantly, the app must be easy to use with no added complications.
Characteristics of an Ideal Uber clone
Nowadays, Uber has become a statutory requirement for the people who make frequent journeys. It provides users
convenient and satisﬁed features free of cost. This is the one main reason why other applications have failed to
beat this app. An uber taxi hire app clone is the most essential one app for any taxi service venture. It will help
people in hiring a taxi from their mobile phone, whenever and wherever they require.
Here, the options for people to choose their ride and selecting their location, from their device, is a fundamental
and the most important one. This will directly connect the drivers with passengers who are headed towards the
same direction. At the same time, it will disclose the information of the driver, including his/her picture and vehicle
details. It will further help the customers to track them on their map. A ‘panic’ button should be allocated within
the app, to send an alert notiﬁcation to the nearby police-authority and to at least three of their mobile contacts (if
they tap on it), in case of any emergency situations.
When all these sophistications are included on your taxi-service app, people will deﬁnitely download and start
using it, instead of wasting time in booking a ticket from a centralized service or hailing for a car in the street.
An Oﬃcially Agreed Product
It is must for any business-app to be compatible with both Android and iPhone devices for the comfort of all users. .
Therefore, the uber app clone for your business should be available in Google play stores and Apple stores as well.
However, both these stores would feature only approved products and it is a bonus to have a large list of eﬀective
reviews from the customers. Therefore, urge your developer to make your app meet all these qualiﬁcations.
Allow to give-away Suggestions
Taking honest feedback seriously, will deﬁnitely improve your business. Therefore, if you are keen about improving
your business over a time, based on the customer needs, then you will have to provide them a place, where they
could provide you suggestions based on the experience they had, with your service. Therefore, provisions in the
app for the driver or the super-admin to contact the passengers through a text for giving ratings and suggestions
will greatly help in ﬁnding points to develop the business. Moreover, positive ratings and suggestions can be used
to boast your credibility.
A Trouble-free Admin Panel
The overall procedure to get a ride with your taxi service must be very simple, just like it is in the uber taxi hire

app clone. People tend to hate and give-up lengthy procedures, as they are regularly in search of easy processes.
Also an option to estimate the fare before taking the ride, just by entering the ‘pickup location’ and ‘destination’ on
your app, will help you to get credible customers and also avoid unexpected hassles. So from the ‘Start’ to ‘Finish’
your app must be trustworthy to hire a ride from you.
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